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Interiors with personality 

 
 Pernille Stafford, CEO, Resonate Interiors, considers how designers can inject passion and 
personality of their clients into interior spaces. 
  
Personality in an interiors space is very subjective, but we all know when we see a room or a building 
that is memorable. For me it is an environment that is hand crafted, thought through with care, 
attention to detail and imagination, it resonates with the ethos of the user of that space and reflects 
their character. Lifestyle choices are more and more important, we all strive to achieve that all elusive 
work/life balance. Increasingly we are seeing home and work morph into similar style, and elements 
from both are cross fertilising our living and working spaces. To this end (as an example) in interiors 
we are seeing wallpapers and domestic lamps used in office environments and even the odd cushion 
thrown in and in commercial interiors more industrial style lamps, floor finishes and wall coverings 
utilised in the home. 
 
Hobbies and passions vary hugely person to person, for myself, I am a keen cyclist, photographer 
and cook, therefore the walls of my office are adorned with macro photography. My kitchen as with 
many is the heart of the home, being Scandinavian there is always a freshly baked offering involving 
almonds or raisins; the kitchen is designed around entertaining and open house. 
 
My passion is design so the home is full of Scandinavian references but also pieces that I have 
inherited from my furniture designer father; it is an eclectic mix that refers back to my personality and 
heritage. The bike reference just involves lots of well-designed storage space for kit! 
 
For an interior for a client we look to reflect their business passion and the heart of what they do 
within the space. This does not need to be overt plagiarism but a subtle reference and a combining of 
the nuances of the business. For Lawyers Boodle Hatfield, started in 1722, utilising traditional hand 
crafted materials such as bespoke cabinetmaking and embossing leather to reflect the permanence of 
the business was the solution. 
 
For a Japanese Pharmaceutical Company they wanted to create a new home in the UK and 
personality was very important, but not to overdo the Japanese reference but to support the European 
market in which they were based. For instance the Kitchen area had a variety of furniture by Vitra and 
handmade curtain fabric made in Sweden, however the kitchen had a steam oven to prepare 
traditional Japanese rice dishes. For Senator a UK furniture manufacturer, the British element was 
profoundly important, therefore the traditional barrier ropes utilised in historic country houses were 
given a twist and used as a screen around the library area. 
 
Overall, personality and passion in interior design is the future and the differentiator between a 
mediocre space and a memorable one and the more we all refer to our heritage the better. 
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